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Executive Summary
Q1 shows a reduction in spend on Bank and Agency across the Trust amounting to
£558,410 from Q4. Sickness is down slightly by 0.5% with the highest reason remaining as
Anxiety/stress/depression/other psychiatric illness. Work is progressing to offer staff more
Mindfulness sessions and Mental Health Awareness training for managers.
The vacancy rate has increased slightly largely due to the overall budgeted establishment
increasing again. The number of leavers and joiners was roughly the same at 59 starters
and 58 leavers.
Core skills and appraisal compliance both dropped this quarter with much work now being
completed in Q2 and beyond running up to the CQC inspection in December 2017.

Recommendation to the Board
The Board of Directors is requested to:

RECEIVE, CONSIDER and ACCEPT this report.

Risk Implications
Core Skills compliance must improve before the CQC carry out their inspection in December
2017, Q1 compliance dropped from Q4 but Q2 figures are showing improvement.
Finance Implications
No financial implications at this stage
Equality and Diversity Impact / Single Equalities Impact Assessment
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1. Key Q1 2017/18 Workforce Metrics at a Glance
In Q1 2017/18 there were
staff in post (a decrease from 1655 in Q4
2016/17).

new starters and

The Q1 turnover rate was
to

leavers.
compared

in Q4.

The 12 month rolling turnover was
well above the Trust target of 16%.

Bank & Agency Spend
in Q1 2017/18

a decrease from 3.9% in Q4
2016/17.
of budgeted
establishment
(FTE) occupied.

Breakdown: £1,580,862 bank spend and £520,218 agency spend (below
the Trust NHSI planned agency spend of £879,000 in Q1).
The total Q1 bank & agency spend decreased from £2,659,490 in Q4
2016/17 (£1,683,855 bank and £975,635 agency). Equating to a decrease
in spend of £558,410.

was 75.6%
in Q1 2017/18 a decrease from 80% in Q4 2016/17.

of staff had an
in
Q1. The new appraisal policy launched in April
2017. The annual target is 80%.

Therefore
(188.69 FTE) of
budgeted FTE posts were vacant at the
end of Q1 2017/18.
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2. Introduction & Q1 Summary of Priorities – TO BE UPDATED
Introduction and Key Points to Note
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early sketch of the OD strategic approach to supporting and rolling out the new Cultural Pillars
Support the Divisions with Staff Survey actions plans and launch the overarching Trust-wide plan fro the 2016 results.
Review of the 80% Core Skills KPI with a recommendation to increase to 85% by September and 90% by the end of the year.
In Quarter 1 Learning & Development will be communicating with staff who have not yet used Training Tracker and will also provide
facilitated sessions to support staff who may need further familiarisation with this new online package.
Focus on Core Skills compliance hot spots in line with preparation for the CQC.
Complete roll-out of all Our Staff First initiatives and reporting.
A weekly Vacancy/Agency Review Panel has been established to approve all long-term agency and all recruitment on a case by case
basis.
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3. Workforce Metrics Dashboard

Notes





Figures for staff in post and budgeted FTE exclude Trainee Clinical Psychologists.
Bank and Agency spend Trust Total includes Trainee Clinical Psychologist bank/ agency spend.
Appraisal compliance in 2016/17 does not include staff piloting the Develop our People Progress Discussions.
Core skills compliance figures excludes Junior Doctors.
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4. Workforce Metrics -Trust Level
Actual Vacancy Rate vs Projected Vacancy Rate (%)

Staff in Post (Headcount & FTE) vs Budgeted (FTE)

For discussion:
•

Vacancy rate increased in Q1 to 11.1% from 9.2% in Q4
due to a 17.24 FTE increase in the budgeted FTE and
16.77 FTE decrease in the staff in post.

•

The highest vacancies are in Nursing Support
(66.85FTE), Nursing Registered (58.99FTE), Admin/
managers and estates (38.89 (FTE) and Medical (14.81
FTE).

•

The Trust pays Nursing Support staff a band lower than
neighbouring Trusts and therefore struggles to retain
staff in this group.
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4. Workforce Metrics -Trust Level
Recruitment Activity Q1 2017/18

Turnover Q1 2017/18
No. of Leavers (HC) vs Rolling 12 Month Turnover
(%)

For discussion:
•

•

•

No. of Leavers by Staff Group Q1 2017/18

•

•

The Q1 turnover rate
decreased from 5.1% in Q4
to 3.5% in Q1.
The rolling 12 month
turnover as at 30th June
2017 was 18.5%.well above
the trust target of 16% but a
decrease from 19.5% in Q4.
The Trust is taking part in
the NHSI Retention Support
Programme, whereby the
Trust will submit a Retention
Improvement Plan. The
overall
aim
of
this
programme is to reduce
turnover to below trust
target of 16%.
Staff in the Add Prof
Scientific and Technical are
Social
Workers
and
Psychologists
Staff in the Additional
Clinical Services are Care
Support
Workers
and
Assistant
Psychologists,
Practitioners and AHPs

For discussion:
•

There were 59 new starters in Q1 which included 13
qualified nurses, 8 additional clinical services Staff, 12
scientific, technical and therapeutic staff and 4 medical.

•

Time to recruit in Q1 2017/18 was 85 days, an increase
from 73.4 days in Q4 2016/17. This was an expected
increase due to the mass recruitment of Trainee Clinical
Psychologists, Newly Qualified Nurses and PWPs.

•

Work continues to keep managers engaged with using
the TRAC system to keep the timings for recruitment as
short as possible.
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4. Workforce Metrics -Trust Level
Actual Monthly Sickness Absence (%) vs Projected Sickness Absence Rates (%)

Top Five Sickness Absence Reasons in Q1 2017/18 (FTE Days Lost)

For discussion:

• The column chart above shows the top five absence reasons in Q1 2017/18 by FTE sickness absence days lost.
• Anxiety/stress/depression/other psychiatric illnesses is the most common reason for absence accounting for 24% of the days lost in
the period (26.8% in Q4), work is progressing to establish more Mindfulness support sessions for staff and potential early access to
services that may support them.
• Sickness absence for the quarter was 3.4%, a decrease from 3.9% Q4.
• The projected sickness rates are those reported to NHS Improvement (NHSI) as part of the 2016/17 and 2017/18 workforce KPI
projections.
• The estimated sickness absence cost in Q1 2017/18 was £386,914 compared to £456,428 in Q4 2016/17. The estimate does not
include the cost to cover the absence with temporary staff.
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4. Workforce Metrics -Trust Level
Bank & Agency Spend (£) vs 2016/17 Planned Agency Ceiling

Bank Spend (£) by Staff Group Q1 2017/18

Agency Spend (£) by Staff Group Q1 2017/18

For discussion:
•

Combined bank & agency spend of £2,101,079 in Q1 2017/18 which was a decrease
from £2,659,490 in Q4 2016/17 .

•

Q1 2017/18 agency spend totalled £520,218 for the quarter, a reduction of £455,417
from Q4.

•

The 2017/18 projected agency spend is £3,520,000 and projected bank spend
£5,832,000 as per the NHSI KPI submission.
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4. Workforce Metrics – Trust Level
Core Skills Compliance Q1 2017/18

•
•
•

•
•
•

The Core Training Skills Framework has been implemented along with
Training Tracker for eLearning to support the reduction in training days and
improve compliance to at least the KPI of 80% across all subjects.
The figures provided reflect compliance as at the end of June 2017.
Extensive data cleansing has been carried out in July due to recurring errors
and confusion around denominators and categories (e.g. ‘No training
recorded’) in the previous months, including Q1. This will support
implementation of competence based recording and reporting from ESR. The
current Q1 report is based on existing rather than new post data cleansing
reports.
Additional funding has been approved to improve compliance in Breakaway,
PMVA and CPR.
A meeting with SMEs has been organized (end of September) to agree
actions and responsibilities for driving compliance.
A new policy stating that no further development will be approved until staff
are CS compliant will be launched from September 2017.

Core Skills Compliance by Staff Group Q1 2017/18
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5. Workforce Metrics – Division Level
Workforce Data by Division Q1 2017/18

For discussion:
•

Agency spend reduced by £455,417 from Q4 to Q1.

•

Acute, SAMH and Trust Headquarters had a significant decrease in agency spend from Q4 2016/17 to Q1 2017/18 (£228,499, £69,681 and
£276,284 respectively).
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5. Workforce Metrics – Division Level
Core Skills Compliance by Division Q1 2017/18

Appraisal Rate by Division Q1 2017/18

•

The Core Training Skills Framework has been implemented
along with Training Tracker for eLearning to support the
reduction in training days and improve compliance to at least
the KPI of 80% across all subjects.

•

The 2017 Appraisal window opened in April 2017. The annual
target is 80%. The appraisal rate was standing at 48% at the
end of Tuesday 5th Sept. Since everyone is expected to have
an appraisal every 6 months this is still below the expected
level but is increasing rapidly.
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6. Equality and Diversity
Staff in Post by Age Band

Age Band 50-59 by Staff Group (328
staff)

Staff in Post by Disability

Age Band 60+ by Staff Group (111 Staff)

Staff in Post by Gender

For discussion:
• 68% of the Trust workforce was female in Q1 (as
per previous quarters), this is reflective of the
overall NHS workforce.
•

The disability data continues to show that a
significant number is either not known or not
declared . We have yet to recruit a Staff Disability
Coordinator to set up the Disability Network.

•

There are 328 staff aged 50-59 and 111 staff aged
60+, work will be carried out with the relevant
divisions to support succession planning for where
larger numbers of staff look to potential retire at
the same time.
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6. Equality and Diversity
Staff in Post by Ethnicity AfC Bands 2-4

Staff in Post by Ethnicity AfC Bands 5-7

Staff in Post by Ethnicity AfC Bands 8A-9 and VSM

ER Cases by ethnicity

For discussion:
• The number of BME staff in post in Bands 8a – 9 & VSM increased from 25 in Q1 2016/17 to 27 in Q1 2017/18. There remains an under-representation in the higher
bands.
• The WRES submission was submitted and has been placed on the Trust website.
• In Q1 there were 35 open ER cases of which 16 were BME and 19 were white. This is an decrease from 26 BME and 18 white in Q4.
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7. Recommendations, Conclusion and Q2 Key Deliverables – TO BE UPDATED
Conclusion and Recommendations
Enhanced work is required to keep monitoring of long-term agency and interim bookings and further requests under control further work will be
undertaken in Q1. A reduction in overall spend across Bank and Agency in Q4 is encouraging it should be noted however that agency spend
went up by £100k in month 12 due to an increase in annual leave at the end of the calendar year. Management of annual leave will be a key
focus to avoid such a peak in reliance on temporary staff in particular agency.
Our Staff First launched and indicators from the Equality and Diversity data in Q4 demonstrate that we have much work to do to support our BME
staff. The 2016 Staff Survey results tell us staff feel that there is discrimination and unfairness around career progression, bullying and
harassment and employee relations processes. The Q1 report will include a full set of the reporting data for the Our Staff First Strategy.
There is a small increase in overall Core Skills compliance taking the Trust to the KPI of 80%, this needs much further drive across all divisions.
Q2 Priorities
•
•
•
•

CQC preparation.
Core Skills compliance
Appraisal rate
Rollout of new ESR Portal.
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8. Data Definitions, Source and RAG Ratings
Data Definitions

KPI RAG rating

 FTE – (Full-Time Equivalent) : Number of full time positions. A member
of staff working full time will have a FTE of 1.00.

Measure

Green

Amber

Red

Vacancy Rate

<10%

10%-15%

>15% or <0%

Bank Use (% of funded establishment)

<10%

10%-14%

>14%

 Staff In Post (FTE and headcount) : Number of staff employed at the end
of the quarter (full-time equivalent and headcount).

Sickness Absence Rate

<=3%

3%-3.5%

>3.6%

Staff Turnover (annual)

<16%

16%-20%

>20%

 Vacancy Rate : The vacancy rate is a measure of the difference between
established posts and actual staff in post.
i.e. (Established FTE – Actual FTE) / Established FTE x 100.

Core Skills (all except IG which has a
compliance rating of 95%)

>80%

68%-79%

<68%

IG Training

<=95%

80%-94%

<80%

 Staff Turnover: The percentage (rate) of people leaving the Trust over the
3 monthly period.
i.e. Number of leavers over the 3 month period (headcount) /
average staff in post over period (headcount) x 100
Note : excludes rotational staff (Junior Doctors) and staff that have
transferred to another organisation as part of TUPE or internal
movements.

Appraisals

>80%

68%-79%

<68%

 Establishment (FTE) : Budgeted full time equivalent of established posts.

 Sickness Absence Rate: The percentage rate of sickness absence
calculated in days lost.
i.e. (FTE days lost through absence/FTE days contracted in period) x
100.
 Salary Based Sickness Absence Cost (£) - The basic salary amount paid
to staff whilst absent due to sickness (excludes London weighting and any
allowances).
 Bank Use (% of funded establishment) - Bank use expressed as a
percentage of funded establishment.
i.e. (Bank use (FTE) / Establishment (FTE)) x 100
 Core Skills Compliance (%) - Number of staff attended courses/ Number
of that should have attended x 100.

The RAG rating for core skills has been altered following discussions with the
Executive to bring them in line with other organisations.
Trust targets to reduce both sickness absence and bank use are reflected in the
scoring parameters set for both these areas.
Vacancy rate RAG ratings have been set at a level that takes account of the need to
keep some vacancies open for potential redeployments from organisational change,
whilst safely running services.

Data Sources
Item

Data Source

Establishment (FTE)

Finance Ledger

Staff in Post (Headcount & FTE)

ESR

Bank Use (FTE)

Finance Ledger

Bank & Agency Spend (£)

Finance Ledger

Sickness Absence (% and £)

ESR

Turnover % (Leavers and Headcount)

ESR

Core Skills

ESR/ OLM
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